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Piggyback  
pleasure

PRODUCT REVIEW: Abba Camper

Words and pictures by Richard van Ryneveld
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Top left Designed by Jos and Elasabé Joubert who've spent a lifetime camping in the bush, the Abba Safari Camper fits onto your bakkie in 30 minutes – and 
takes just five minutes to set up on reaching your campsite. Top right There's storage aplenty in the Abba camper, and all the gear is logically and sensibly located. 
The passenger-side storage compartment offers three spacious drawers for food supplies, and there's plenty of space underneath for your pots and pans. A neat, 
strong canvas hold-all for the cutlery and kitchen accessories is placed right next to the galley where you need them. Bottom right Jos's spicy chicken wings, a la 
Portuguese, with toasted cheese sarmies. Best I've had in ages.

South African English is lekker! Words like babelas, 
bakgat, chommie, donner and windgat have become 
increasingly accepted for everyday usage. I 
particularly like the word abba, which means to carry 

a child on one’s back and comes from the Khoisan, Africa’s 
true nomads. 

Sitting around a harde kool braai fire, I listened to the tale 
of how the Abba Safari Camper came to be born. Lifelong 
campers Jos and Elsabé Joubert decided to call their camper 
‘the Abba Camper’, after Jos had snapped a picture of a 
mother baboon abba’ing her baby in the Kruger Park. 

The couple originally owned a tent, rooftop tent and bush 
caravan. When the kids flew the nest, the couple took a trip 
to Tanzania in an off-road caravan. ‘It was the nearest we ever 
came to a divorce in our 30 years of marriage!’ say Jos, with 
a laugh. After that trip, he sat down and − as our politicians 
are wont to put it − ‘applied his mind’. The result was the first 
Abba Safari Camper, designed in 2010. It incorporated all the 
lessons Jos and Elsabé had learnt from a lifetime of camping 
in the African bush. 

I recently spent a day at the Somabula Nature Reserve 
just outside Cullinan, taking a closer look at the two Abba 
Safari Campers. There was a spanking new Hilux Legend 45 
Extended Cab, and Jos’s own Abba camper fitted to his Land 
Cruiser bakkie. When watching the couple set up camp, I was 
very impressed by how quickly everything fell into place − it 
genuinely took only five minutes to have the Abba Camper set 
up, and everyone ready for the first braai.

When circling the Abba camper, you realize that it has a neat 
aerodynamic profile. The whole body is made of fibreglass, with 
aluminium reinforcing where necessary. The exterior gel coat 
gives a smooth and glossy finish to the main camper body. The 
roof of the camper has a two-piece clamshell design, with the 
front piece opening above the double bed which extends over 
the carrier vehicle. It’s a clever design, using six gas lift shocks. 
It’s quick to open, and, with its mosquito-proofed canvas 
windows fore, aft and on the sides, or provides a spacious 
interior with plenty of headroom. Let’s start with the interior, 
because this is where the Abba scores lots of brownie points.

You enter your Abba camper via an aluminium ladder which 
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PRICING
The average price for 
a well-equipped Abba 
Camper is between 
R180 000 and R220 
000, depending on 
fridges, spare wheel 
brackets, Hansen 
Geysers, etc. Abba only 
build to order and most 
people have their own 
needs and budget. 

hinges below the access door. The door houses your booze 
cabinet, which means that you can access it from inside and 
out. The door is wide, and affords easy access. On your left, in 
the longer-bodied Land Cruiser camper, there’s a large corner 
cupboard containing a hand basin with cold water on tap – and 
hot, if you’ve opted for the Hansen hot water geyser. Next to 
it, there’s a compartment for the portable loo. The lid of the 
storage area is also a seat. Then there are dedicated clothing 
cupboards, four interior drawers, and more cupboards with 
really strong polyurethane-type hinges. On the driver’s side 
there is also a big corner cupboard, seating space and − in the 
two vehicles I photographed − a large fridge freezer. 

There are two more cupboards at the front of the camper 

section, behind the bakkie’s cab. Next to the fridge is the 
electrical supply panel with a battery monitor. A neat touch is 
the water-tank gauge, usually found in yachts, which provides 
an accurate readout at the push of a button. The power is 
activated only when you press the button, so it saves the 
auxiliary battery.

To get to the huge double bed that lies lengthwise in the 
camper, a small movable plastic step is provided. And, even for 
people my age, it is very easy to get in and out of the bed. The 
bed also has lots of headroom, and because there are zippered, 
insect-proofed windows all round, it makes an airy boudoir. 

Outside the camper, you find that the largest compartment 
on the passenger side houses the kitchen unit. The lid of the 

Below The design criteria was simple, as Jos described it to me, 'We wanted a robust, reliable workhorse which could take us anywhere. We didn't want to worry 
about finding ablution facilities, we wanted to sleep safe at night, and be able to carry plenty of fuel and water, and have enough space for lots of food supplies.' 
Bottom left The cold water tap, hose and spigot simply clips into the connection point that's protected by a small dustproof flap. The hot and cold water supply is 
right next to the galley where you need it. Bottom right It's obvious that an experienced cook was involved in the kitchen area design. Here Elsabé prepares the 
sarmies on the table which stows away under the main kitchen hatch lid. To Elsabé's left is the is the dark grey of the braai wood storage bin. 
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Top left The Abba Camper's interior is extremely spacious and boasts a 
comfortable queen-sized bed. There's a small step provided to access the bed 
easily. Top right The Abba camper shell is made from strong layers of fibreglass 
reinforced with aluminium roof supports. Access to the sleeping compartment is 
via an aluminium ladder which folds away when travelling. There's a small drinks 
cabinet built into the door, accessible from inside and outside the camper. All the 
fittings are well made and strong – what's not to like!?
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compartment folds down and is secured by a strong chain 
on either side, which clips to the body. Another freestanding 
table fits in underneath the compartment door. This kitchen-
compartment lid has a 2-burner gas stove and is a kitchen work 
surface.  Above it are shelves for your cups, plates, glasses, 
kettle and condiments. On the left of the main compartment, 
there is another compartment with three big sliding drawers; 
and, below the drawers, you’ll find enough packing space to fit 
in pots and pans. A canvas holdall designed for your cutlery and 
kitchen utensils is attached to the door. 

Everything needed in the food department is where it should 
be: close at hand and easily accessible. The last small flap right 
near the taillights of the vehicle is the adjustable hot-water 
connection for your scullery − conveniently close to your kitchen 
set-up. It’s small and unobtrusive, but neat and effective.

The driver’s side has two large hatches. The larger one near 
the tailgate has three unbreakable fibreglass shelves. This is 
where Jos had stored all his tools, the electrical repair kit, and 

his bush saw and axe. The smaller compartment closer to the 
driver’s cab houses the Hansen geyser and the shower hose 
and nozzle. Setting up the shower cubicle is fast and easy, and 
an aluminium footstep keeps your feet from getting mucky 
after a lekker shower. 

Sitting with them around the fire that night, I started to get 
a better understanding of the Abba build philosophy. As Jos 
explained, ‘It’s quick and easy to set up… five minutes max, 
and then no more than 30 minutes to pack up and be on your 
way. We chose to use fibreglass with aluminium extrusions for 
structural strength. This was followed through with uni-mould 
construction of all the cupboards, too. This ensured strength, 
and no wood rot or water damage anywhere.’ 

As I was in the process of buying another old camper for 
myself, I took note of Jos’s experience, learnt over decades: 
‘What really works for us is the low centre of gravity, with 
most of the weight being in the load bin… and the camper 
back is mounted and fixed on the load-bin floor.’ I was 
learning a lot about the art of piggy-backing (abba’ing) your 
home on your back. I have a feeling that the team at Abba 
Campers will have the Khoisan mothers looking down from 
the starry firmament and smiling with satisfaction. The art of 
carrying your family into the furthest places of Africa hasn’t 
been lost, after all.  

CONTACT ABBA CAMPERS
Plot 3 of 36, Achilles Road, Olympus, PRETORIA, 0081
082 893 1851
jos@safaricampers.co.za | www.safaricampers.co.za 

Abba Campers build campers to 
fit most bakkies available in SA.


